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Want to see your name somewhere in this mag?
Want to get into the crazy fast-paced world
of publishing, or do you just want to just
have a thirst for writing? If you’re passionate about the art of word and love your
research, then we’d love to hear from you.

Join us as an Intern!

Our doors are always open to those who want to learn the ropes
about publishing from all aspects. If you love to write, you’ll not
only get your articles published both in print and online, you’ll
also get first dibs at any events (ie. concerts) we’re invited to.
We’ve also got space for designers and marketing peeps – you’ll
get to dabble in all our social media and handle our website.

Be one of our Contributors!

If you want to write but you don’t have time for
a full-time gig at the office, fret not. You can be
one of Contributors – this means you’ll get to
write for both the website and the magazine,
and still get to attend events we get invited to.
While you won’t have to be in the office at all,
you’re always free to drop by.
If you’re interested in any of these positions, do
drop us an email with your CV. We’d love to have
you down for a quick interview to get to know
you! Email us at interns@campus.com.sg

TAIWAN’S MOUNTAINS

Everyone’s had a taste of Taiwan – sweet bubble tea, ‘stinky’ tofu, delicate
soup dumplings – but beyond its gastronomic fame lies an entire island of
mountain ranges and coastal towns. There’s something for all tastes here.
Most people start in the capital, Taipei.

While you can easily access Taiwan’s many low altitude
mountains, like Teapot Mountain in the northeast, you’ll
need to get a permit for anything above 3,000m (that
includes Jade Mountain and Snow Mountain). You can
apply for permits via https://npm.cpami.gov.tw.

Snow Mountain / Xueshan (3,886m)
Difficulty: Moderate

By Yusuf Hamid

Any similarities to Singapore disappear once you leave the
city. Taiwan is (only) 50 times bigger than home, which is
plenty of space to explore.
At least 16 indigenous groups coexist with the majority
Chinese—although they clock in at a tiny 2% of the total
population. Their culture and habits are still
preserved in townships outside of Taipei, and
especially in the coastal areas where fishing is
still a dominant industry.

Life here moves a few beats slower than most other Asian
megacities – residents simply amble along the streets with
a snack in one hand, and either hoisting an umbrella (it
rains almost every other day) or a cold cup of bubble tea in
the other.
The gleaming and ultramodern Taipei 101 aside, most of
Taipei is a nostalgic throwback to the Singapore that our
parents used to live in. Medium-rise apartments and offices
dominate the landscape, almost uniformly covered in geometric tiles (apparently an effective tool to keep humidity
indoors low).
The best place to appreciate the view of the city is, surprisingly, from the very heart of it.
Elephant Mountain, or Xiangshan,
(walking distance from Xiangshan
Station) sprouts up right behind
the Xinyi Shopping District, itself
a 10-minute walk from Taipei 101.
The 20-minute climb should help
digest your dinner as you take
in dessert—the sumptuous view
from the summit. At 183m, it’s
just a shave taller than our own
Bukit Timah Hill and completely
manageable in regular attire.
The Taiwanese have also managed to do what we couldn’t—
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keep their bike rental services
running—and the result is a well-used
cycling trail that hugs the Keelung
River. Set aside about 4 hours for
this gentle riverside cycle that goes
around central Taipei. The entire trail
runs about 32km, and costs about
NT$80 on a YouBike. End your ride at
Jiantan Station to segue perfectly into
your next adventure—Shilin Night
Market.
It’s Taipei’s largest night market and as for what to do,
simply walk up to the most attractive smells. There
are hundreds of quality street vendors jostling for your
tastebuds, and if you need a break from the hubbub there’s
plenty of other attractions like archery games or just… good
old shopping.
Want something less touristy to do? Head over to Dihua
Street to rub shoulders with locals as they peruse dried
goods or herbs. The street runs to nearly a kilometre and
is dotted with trendy multi-function cafes and art galleries.
Souvenirs from this street will blow your gift-giving competition out of the water.
The ASW Tea House is also worth a visit. The Baroque-style
structure still dominates the street it has lorded over for
the last 100 years—but the pharmacy has since been
replaced by a chic bookstore on the first floor and a teahouse on the second.

A hugely underrated feature of Taiwan’s
geography is the massive range of mountains
that runs down the centre and east-coast—a
result of two tectonic plates smashing together
4-5 million years ago. There are 258 peaks that
cross the 3,000m
range, and Jade
Mountain is head and
shoulders over the
rest at 3,952m.
Feeling adventurous
after stuffing
yourself silly at the
night market? Two
to three days out of
the city is more than
enough to conquer
a mountain and go
home with a unique
experience to brag
about for once.

Xueshan, or Snow Mountain (yes, it snows in
winter), is just 4 hours away from Taipei by road
– but only visible (if at all) within a small radius;
such is the density of the Xue mountain range
that blankets the Shei-Pa National Park.
The steep vertical trail poses
some challenges like steep rock
falls and occasional scrambling
through thick forests. The
landscape changes dramatically
with the altitude – from subtropical forests below 3,000m, to
the moist and lush “Black Forest”
closer to the summit.
From the trailhead to your first rest stop, 369
cabin, is a challenging uphill slog of about 7km.
You’ll be thankful for the brief stop at Xueshan’s
East Peak (3,100m), a sort of visual confirmation
of how much further you’ll need to go before the
summit (3,886m).
Lodging is rudimentary and can be challenging
for a first-time adventurer. There’s no electricity
or amenities, just a wooden slab for your sleeping
bag (rentals available), a solid roof overhead, and
your ability to keep your wits about you as the
night deteriorates into a cacophony of snores and
other natural human sounds.
But things always look better by
the clear light of day—and it’s on
this second day that most climbers
make the final push, up through
the black forest of Taiwanese Firs,
and then the slippery rubble path
that leads to the summit.
If you summit early, spend a bit
more time exploring the Black
Forest on the way down. An
experienced guide should be able
to recommend some trails that lead to stunning
5-10m waterfalls or placid, dream-like riverbanks.
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More Than Emoji
:The art of text:

by Yin Loon

Do you use symbols like :) or (^-^) in your text or emails? Then you
may be familiar with ASCII. This form of digital “art” dates way back
to the beginning of the digital age – before the World Wide Web – and
the ASCII system has been used for much more than just creating funny
faces. The culture grew so fast, it developed as a form of PC
communication for internet users of the 1990s.

Basic ASCII Art_

What is ASCII?
ASCII (pronounced “ass-kee”)
stands for American Standard
Code for Information Interchange, a system created in
1963 to represent 128 English
characters as numbers. It was
developed because text-based
images were used in place of
graphics (early printers
couldn’t print images), and
the file sizes were small so
transferring them via floppy
discs or email was fast.
By the 70s, people started
stringing ASCII characters
together to make art, emojis,
comics, animation, and even
porn, proving that there’s
nothing that a bunch of text
can’t do.

We’ve all created simple ASCII
art – like emojis – without
realising it. There’s also a
variant called kaomoji (face
emoji) where the face appears
vertical (0_0).
It didn’t take
long for underground online art
groups to use
ASCII for something
more. Just head to
sites like ASCII Art
Archive, and you’ll
find a whole load of
text-based art. ASCII
artists often go by
their 3-letter callsigns –
like Faux_Pseudo (’F_P’),
Blazej Kozlowski (‘bug’), and
Joan Stark (‘jgs’).

There are also ASCII comics;
Nerd Boy, created by Joaquim
Gândara, consists of 600
strips of simple characters.

Many ASCII artists use a
simple text editor to produce
their art, both in monochrome
and colour, which adds to the
complexity of the design.
There are also online ASCII
art generators and smartphone
apps that can translate images
into ASCII art.
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ASCII porn (or “pr0n” to
nerds) was the first form of
pornography transmitted over
the internet back in the 70s.
ASCII pr0n came at a time when
bandwidth was limited, but
creativity was high. While
these erotic art had to comply
with the ASCII character set,
you’d be surprised at what can
be done with little more than
a deftly placed dot and some
punctuations, like (｡)(｡).
ASCII art doesn’t need to be
static. The Star Wars ASCIImation by Simon Jansen is an
animated ASCII of Episode IV,
and the renderings of iconic
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characters like Darth Vader
and C3PO are uncanny. It’s
only about 40% complete as
of 2015, and scenes play
out impressively with the
help of captions, since
there’s no audio.
0verkill is a free 2D platform multiplayer shooter
game designed entirely in
colour ASCII art, featuring
weapons and armour, as well

Star Wars ASCIImation

as the ability to walk, jump,
creep, and climb. It also has
ASCII hero animations that
include rolling guts and
gushing blood.
Artist Vuk Ćosić has even
coded entire movies, like the
Star Trek series and Psycho,
into ASCII. While the latter
looks like a jumble of moving
letters, you can make out the
movie’s iconic stabbing scene.

0verkill FPS game

Some ASCII art has been recognised by the art and cultural
world worthy of putting into museums or art galleries. For an
art movement that began as a solution to slow internet and dot
matrix printing, credit has to be given to ASCII artists who
have put their time and effort into translating images into a
jumble of 128 letters, and making us “see” differently.

by Nina Gan

1

RETRO
RESTAURANT
OLD SCHOOL DISHES OF YESTERYEAR

From hearty stews to breaded dishes and flaming desserts, plenty of classic dishes were
the staple of many restaurants – and some exclusive steakhouses. While we don’t see these
dishes around much, they were very popular throughout the 20th century, but fell out of favour
due to the many choices we have today (although they still exist in some old-school restaurants
in Singapore). Here are some retro dishes that you may (or may not) know of:

Appetiser
1 Shrimp Cocktail

It’s a simple dish of peeled shrimp – with
remaining tails that ‘hook’ onto the rim of the
serving glass – which you dip into a cocktail
sauce (a piquant tomato-based sauce) or thousand island dressing. It was the most popular
hors d’œuvre in the UK and USA from the
1960s to the late 1980s, usually associated
with posh steakhouses and cocktail lounges.
2

3

Waldorf Salad

This salad consists of apple, celery, and walnuts, dressed in mayonnaise and served on top
of a bed of lettuce. It was created at the famous
Waldorf-Astoria Hotel in New York in 1896
by the maître d’hôtel (not chef). The original
recipe consisted only of diced red-skinned
apples, celery, and mayonnaise; walnuts were
only integral to the dish in later years.

Entrée
3

Oxtail Stew

This old-school British comfort food was popular from the colonial era till the 60s, and has
roots in Singapore (in Eurasian and Peranakan
menus). The oxtail meat is braised for hours
until fork-tender, cooked with local spices and
seasonings with traditional English ingredients
like Worcestershire sauce.

2

4

Chicken á la King

The dish consists of diced chicken and
vegetables (peas and carrots) in a mushroom
cream sauce served over pasta, rice, or more
commonly, bread. Some say that it was created
in the 1890s in Philadelphia by William King,
and became a popular dish from the middle
to late 20th century when quick recipes used
canned cream of mushroom soup for its sauce.
5

4

Chicken Maryland

While the dish appears in Maryland (USA) as
fried chicken served with a cream gravy, the
more popular version in Singapore is similar

to the one in the UK – thanks in part to the
Hainanese chefs who used to cook for the
British back in the 1900s. The dish consists of
battered chicken breast, served with bacon,
banana fritter and pineapple rings... sometimes with a side of cornbread.
6

6

7

Lobster Thermidor

Boasting expensive ingredients, it’s lobster
meat cooked in a cream sauce (often with
brandy), topped with mushrooms, egg, and
cheese, baked in its own shell. It was created
in 1894 by a chef at Paris’ Maison Maire
restaurant, named after a famous play called
Thermidor. A similar dish, called Lobster
Newburg, was created in New York in 1876.
7

Chicken Kiev

8

Beef Stroganoff

The dish is made of chicken fillet pounded
and rolled around herb-flavoured butter, then
coated with eggs and breadcrumbs, and either
fried or baked. Popular from the 50s to the
70s, the dish gets its name from Kiev (the
Ukrainian capital), but was supposedly created
in Russia by a French chef in the 1800 – that’s
according to one account.

This Russian dish consists of sautéed pieces of
thinly-sliced beef with mushrooms and onions,
served in a creamy brown sauce over pasta
or rice. French chef Charles Briere won a St.
Petersburg cooking contest in 1891 with this
dish, named after a wealthy Russian family.
The dish also became a sensation in Shanghai
and the US, before spreading worldwide.

8

Dessert
9

Baked (or Bombe) Alaska

This dessert has an ice cream inner core and a
sponge cake base, encrusted with a spiky outer
meringue layer. Before serving, it’s flamed
(it’s doused with brandy or rum) to brown the
meringue. The dish was created in 1867 in
New York to celebrate the USA’s purchase of
Alaska from the Russians.

9

5
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by Nina Gan

PULP FRICTION
EXPLORING FEMINISM IN PULP LITERATURE

Before there was Kindle or eBooks, pulp fiction were the primary source
of reading material for the working classes in the USA from the 1900s to
the 1960s. ‘Pulp’ was the cheap wood pulp paper they were printed on,
and stories were usually sensational, lurid, or lowbrow. At their peak,
they could sell up to a million copies.
Pulps often sport colourful covers worthy of framing, and genres
included everything from sci-fi to superheroes. Because pulps were often

seen as inferior literature, they weren’t really censored, so stories often
addressed what at the time were deviant topics like murder and sex.
These juicy stories were a guilty pleasure, and female characters often
represented the women of their time: they were either dames or virgins,
forced to fulfill the perfect role of housewife-mother, and punished for
being sexual or daring. While that was the status quo of the era, female
writers took to pulp fiction to subvert the culture.

FEMINIST BEGINNINGS

SCI FI FEMINISM

During the 30s America suffered from the Great
Depression, and Faith Baldwin’s Skyscraper (1931)
tapped into male anxieties about women taking away
jobs. In it, Lynn, a successful young woman in banking,
meets Tom and they both want to get married, but in
doing so, she could be fired from her job. It’s a classic
love vs. career dilemma women still face today.

Leslie Stone's The Conquest of Gola (1931) is about a
matriarchal society of brilliant females who are
perfectly capable of defending their land from a
contingent of Earth men, while in C.L. Moore's
Shambleau (1933), the main character Northwest
Smith is an intergalactic smuggler who becomes a
female alien’s object of sexual desire, and has to be
rescued from her clutches. The book explores the root
cause of sexism and misogyny as a fear of female
sexuality and empowerment.

Fiction proved to be a great outlet for female writers to
depict women as anything other than weak damsels or
domestic beings.

A popular genre during this era was noir, or crime.
Typical male-written crime novels often featured
hard-boiled male detectives saving overly-fragile
dames, but Dorothy Hughes' In a Lonely Place (1947),
upturns all these conventions with her uncanny grasp
of the connection between violence and misogyny.
In the story, Dix Steele is a jobless, ex-WWII fighter
pilot. Hoping to recapture that feeling of power again,
he murders women, whose penetrating gazes threaten
his masculinity. While he manages to evade authorities,
he is eventually outsmarted by two women – his best
friend’s demure wife Sylvia and his “bitchy” neighbour
Laurel. Unlike other books of their kind, this one doesn't
blame his female victims for being too sexual.
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Perhaps no better genre of fiction lets writers explore
ideas of feminism better than sci-fi, where imaginary
worlds allow them to construct their own ideals.

Ursula Le Guin’s visionary The Left Hand of Darkness
(1969), set on a planet of ambisexual beings who
alternate between male and female, is sci-fi’s most
famous examination of gender roles and identities, as
seen through the lens of an Earth man.

ON GENDER IDENTITY

In the 1950s, pulp began to embrace lesbian fiction
thanks to the successes of Women's Barracks (1950)
by Tereska Torres, a “frank autobiography of a French
girl soldier”, and Spring Fire (1952) by Vin Packer,
about a college freshman and her sorority sister.

Most lesbian pulp were written by men for the
titillation of other men, painting lesbianism as an
“illness” that ends in death or insanity; in some
stories, women were “saved” by men who helped them
realise they were heterosexual all along. In fact, the
laws at the time only permitted the publishing of
lesbian pulp if they contained those endings.
Female writers brought authenticity to this taboo topic,
bucking the trend. Claire Morgan’s The Price of Salt
(1952) is a story of two women whose mutual
attraction led them both to reject the men in their
lives. The Girls in 3-B (1959) by Valerie Taylor focuses
on three working girls who rebel against domesticity,
tackling sexual assault, workplace sexism, and
unwanted pregnancies; one of them finds happiness
with another woman.

THE END OF AN ERA

The pulp era brought about the golden ages of
detective fiction, science fiction, and lesbian fiction –
and slowly sowed the seeds of feminism. While the
women in the stories may seem tame by today’s
standards, one has to take into account the societal
perceptions of being a woman back in the day. The
books were written way ahead of their time, and paved
the way for the modern feminism we know today.

POSSIBLY UNKNOWN UNTIL 1920

POSSIBLY UNKNOWN UNTIL 2019

You haven’t heard of us yet? No worries. We get that a lot. Even though
we are one of the leading retail companies with over 260.0000 employees
worldwide, we are new in Singapore. But we don’t plan to stay unknown.
Right now, we are also one of the fastest growing companies. In Singapore.

Come join us and make the unknown known: lidl.sg

